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THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3140    ""I have spoken unto each and every living entity in the very instant I created it unto life.  Therefore, none are 
ignorant of Me or of My Voice!
3141    ""Therefore, My Testimony unto any soul can neither be denied nor counterfeited.""

CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE
THE HOLY OATH
ORDERS FOR THE ELECT
THE STAR OF ELOHIM

3142    "Father, I reject this completely!  There are those that will think that I will be enriched by it, and those that will 
give with strings attached or other unacceptable conditions.  I know The Elect must have preparations, but when this is 
made known I will be a laughing stock and you will be dishonored!" Aku replied.
3143    ""Only by those who do not intend to survive either Holocaust, the Tribulations, or My Final Judgment!  Let 
the nations reject!  Let the people scorn!  For their fate is in My Hands, and not in their self-made wisdom!  I know 
that you do not desire anything of the earth, other than to be rid of it, but I have appointed these things!  And I shall 
have them!
3144    "As you wish.  Father, is there anything I should know or do when I am back on earth?"
3145    ""This:  that there are many devious plots against you, even among those presently in your Corps!  They think 
within themselves that you are not a capable Commander, and that they can do a better job!  Yea, that which you 
require of them is not to their pleasure and their self-aggrandizement.
3146    ""And unto them, each and every one, I say:  Beware, fools!  This is Mine Own Appointed Chief:  and his 
doings are of me!  That which I command, he performs!  That which I reject, he damns into oblivion!  Beware that I 
do not reject you for your rejection of Mine Own Anointed!
3147    ""For your reasoning is of total foolishness; you see nothing of great substance, therefore you think there is 
nothing!
3148    ""Permit me:  how many of you have seen me?  And yet am I nothing?  Beware, fools!  My Commander knows 
the path to victory and rescue!  Rather you should spend your time establishing his authority; for the day will soon 
dawn when all his authority you have undermined is the very same authority you will need for your own rescue!  How 
then can a weakened authority save you when your own authority is put to the question?  Beware, fools!
3149    ""My Holy Son of Fire:  they think that of themselves they shall make provision and thereby be rescued and 
safe from these horrors to come!  Idiots!  It is I that determine the places of safety and the residents thereof!  And all 
these places and all the inhabitants thereof are under the complete and total command of Mine Anointed!  Yea!  Even 
under instant penalty of death, lest I slaughter the lot of them for any disobedience!  But lo, they are in no danger, for 
the residents are faithful to Mine Anointed!  And the inhabitants are disciplined to a fault lest there be a weakness and 
I slaughter the lot of them!  For it is well established that not all those that call upon me shall be rescued; but those that 
obey me shall be rescued!
3150    ""Unto all the living in All the Heavens, and in All the Earths, and in All the Depths Beneath All the Earths:  I 
have established the authority of Mine Elect!  None other in All the Heavens, nor in All the Earths, nor in All the 
Depths Beneath All the Earths, shall remove My Authority!  Neither shall any other plans of rescue be more than 
disasters without the approval of Mine Own Anointed!
3151    ""I have seen the attempts!  I have heard the grand schemes!  I have taken note of all these things:  by fools, by 
the churches, by the governments, and by men of much substance; and I shall bring them all to naught unless they do 
these things under the hand of, and at the direction of Mine Own Holy Anointed!  For even the most foolish are aware 
that the end is nigh, that the Holocaust is now totally unavoidable, and like rats from a doomed ship they seek a place 
of safety!
3152    ""I have established these things and I shall determine the places of mine anger, and I shall determine the 
victims of My Wrath!  For I know both the evil and the good, and my separation of them is indisputable!
3153    ""Therefore, unto all those in the Corps of Mine Elect and all those not of the Corps of Mine Elect:  take 
notice!  For I have established these things, and nothing else will I honor!
3154    ""This you shall perform in the Corps even now at this time appointed:  all under your command shall take an 
Oath, even an Oath that I shall give you!  All offices of rank and position shall take My Oath, or then and there be 
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relieved of all assignment and association with My Holy Elect Remnant, and shall be considered a heathen unto you 
forever!
3155    ""All grades from the rank of Brigadier General and above who will take the Oath you shall keep; discharge all 
the rest without exception!
3156    ""All those below the rank of Brigadier General are discharged!  Those who will take the Oath shall be 
reenlisted by their respective Commanding Officers in order of their rank and administer the Oath to all under them in 
Order of their previous rank!
3157    ""Those Commanders shall be totally responsible for those under them, and as the Corps and Chain of 
Command are re-established the lower ranks shall be filled first and the higher ranks shall be filled from those lower 
ranks!
3158    ""This I require of you:  do it immediately!
3159    ""This is the Oath that you shall make them swear:

THE HOLY OATH

3160    ""Upon my head, and upon the head of my generations after me, in All the Heavens and in All the Earths:  do I 
vow and commit my sacred honor to serve The Most High in all his Holy Establishments, to obey his officers over me, 
to resist treason against them, to punish insubordination and sedition immediately, to avow upon myself the horrors of 
eternal punishment greater than that upon any other, longer than that upon any other.  Let it be written, let it be done, 
upon me and all my generations after me if I fail!""

(END OF THE HOLY OATH)

3161    ""Any that swear not the Oath, are not of me!  Any that break the Oath, I shall accomplish it upon them without 
mercy!""
3162    "Father, I doubt any will take this Oath, as in all probability, they will feel it is an Oath to me."
3163    ""You are not even personally mentioned!  And My Oath I will not leave unheard!  Nor unavenged if ever 
violated!  For the first duty is to me:  and any who does not obey Mine Own Chosen Anointed does not obey me and 
shall Die the Death!
3164    ""This Holy Oath shall be sworn by every member of The Elect!  By each officer in turn shall it be given, and 
upon that officer's head shall I require the performance!
3165    ""Swear first your present Commandry, then cause them to swear their respective Commands, beginning with 
each his authorized Executive Officer; but after swearing the Executive Officers, begin at the lowest rank and raise the 
Field Commands!  Of these, make the promotions of those who faithfully serve you!  Faithfulness to any of those 
under you shall be exceeded by faithfulness to you first; or the both of them shall be immediately removed and I will 
accomplish My Wrath upon them!
3166    ""I have established the Command!  I have set the order!  I will have it no other way!""

DIRECT ORDERS FOR THE ELECT

3167    "Father, I have officers who have dedicated subordinates but who may not be dedicated to me.  What should I 
do with these since you know the hearts of all men?"
3168    ""Remove them from the Corps!
3169    ""The command in Washington:  remove them all!  Build it anew!
3170    ""The command in Indiana:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3171    ""The command in Ohio:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3172    ""The command in Florida:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3173    ""The command in California:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3174    ""The command in Texas:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3175    ""The command in Pennsylvania:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3176    ""The command in New York:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3177    ""The command in Virginia:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3178    ""The command in Illinois:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
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3179    ""The command in Michigan:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3180    ""The command in West Virginia:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3181    ""The command in Tennessee:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3182    ""The command in Alabama:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3183    ""The command in Maine:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3184    ""The command in Georgia:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3185    ""The command in Kentucky:  remove them all!  Rebuild it anew!
3186    ""Remove all that will not take My Oath!  I will remove them from under the face of all the Heavens and 
scatter them in agony through the pits of torment!
3187    ""For it is long enough that you have carried the burdens of 'their places', 'their plans' and 'their wisdom' and 
'their operations'!  I have condemned everything of 'theirs' and I will personally see the destruction of the works 
thereof!
3188    ""It has angered me, and I will have My Revenge!  Therefore, if any will be counted among The Elect:  let 
them be faithful thereto!
3189    ""If any will be counted among The Elect:  let him be a supporter thereof!
3190    ""If any will be counted among The Elect:  then let them not be found faithful to, or supporting any other 
endeavor!""
3191    "Father, this will offend many!"
3192    ""I care not the least if any are offended!  Either I will be served as I determine, or I will remove those who do 
not serve Me from before My Face forever, as I long ago decreed!
3193    ""I have spoken it!  And I dare any to put it asunder!  For whomsoever resists me is a fool among fools, and 
there is no mercy for them!  These things have I ordained and these things will I also accomplish!""
3194    "Father, I doubt the nations will even consider your requests upon them.  And I know that many will be 
offended because of me, so what would you have me do with respect to the people?"
3195    ""Again, I care not the least if any are offended!
3196    ""But let the nations know this:  any who fail or in any manner refuse my demands upon them, I will bring 
uncontrollable poverty upon that nation!  Then I shall destroy it without mercy in My Day of Wrath!
3197    ""I have already established these things with respect to the nations, but with respect to the companies, this I 
require of them:  that they should know you are Mine Own only Anointed of This Generation to witness of it and to 
gather forth My Promised Elect against the Day of Horrors!
3198    ""A few companies I shall mention and of them make requirements that like companies shall know that which 
is required of them:
3199    ""Motor car manufacturers:  American Motors, General Motors, Ford Motor Company, Chrysler Corporation, 
Volkswagen of America, and the like:  one tenth of one percent of total sales as a gift to the preservation of The Elect, 
and I shall sustain them as a company and sustain the managers and the stockholders to count them among The Elect 
in the Day of Judgment!
3200    ""Mining and manufacturing firms:  Consolidated Coal Company; E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and Company; 
Dow Corning Corporation; General Electric Company; Gulf Oil Corporation; Johnson and Johnson; Warner Lambert 
Company; Eastman Kodak Company; Heublein, Incorporated; Firestone, Goodrich and Goodyear Tire and Rubber; 
Coca Cola Company; Kellogg Company; America Cyanamid; Colgate-Palmolive Company; R. J. Reynolds Industries, 
Incorporated; North American Rockwell; Fedship, and the like:  one tenth of one percent of total sales as a gift to the 
preservation of The Elect, and I shall sustain them as a company and sustain the managers and the stockholders to 
count them among The Elect in the Day of Judgment!
3201    ""This I require of each and every firm doing business that I should be honored among them, and that Mine 
Own Elect should have preparation!  I have aforetime determined my penalties upon the withholder, and I will not 
forget my sentence upon them!  Neither shall I forget my promises to those who have obeyed me in even these things:  
and indeed:  even in the least of these things!
3202    ""For whether it be of finance, of manufacturing, of communications, of advertising, of construction, of 
designing, of sales, of shipping, of transportation, or whatever:  it is I that determine the outcome thereof, and I now 
lay my levy upon all successful completion!
3203    ""I now declare that every business transaction shall be determined by me; and if My Holy Due shall be given 
into The Hand of My Holy Anointed Son, I will prosper that business!  And if My Holy Due is not given into The 
Hand of My Holy Anointed Son, I will destroy that business and burn it with unquenchable fire in That Day and 
scatter the dead bodies of the merchants thereof over their businesses, even as I will scatter the rotting bones of all the 
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Masons and all the Knights of Columbus and all the Princes of Temple Israel over the putrid ruins of their temples and 
their altars!
3204    ""My burden is not heavy, neither is it excessive; but I require it in addition to all other duties!
3205    ""I also declare that The Elect is of none other than Mine Own Chosen and Anointed Son of Fire:  and of none 
else!""
3206    "Father, I doubt that any will heed your voice or deliver your demand."
3207    ""Then let them prepare themselves to receive My Whole Wrath!  Let them know that I will scatter their bones 
in their own vile places; and with their flesh and the flesh of their families, the flesh of their employees, and the flesh 
of their cohorts shall I pollute the whole of the landscape!  Any who refuse this that I demand of them shall pay the 
full price, even above the grief of My Wrath upon the heathen!  Let them all understand:  he that is found wanting of 
any of these things shall Die the Death of Horrors, both in the earth and in the everlasting ages to come!
3208    ""Lo!  I have established My Own Curse in these things and I will accomplish it without mercy!
3209    ""For I see the preparations among the fools, among the pagans, and among the self-appointed survivalists 
upon the earth and their sources of influence in All the Heavens, whether of darkness or of light; and I am not fooled, 
nor am I deceived by their self-righteous thinking!  Those things are not of me and I shall visit fire and destruction 
upon them all, even as upon the pagan, and even as upon the heathen!
3210    ""I care nothing for their good intentions, for they are an evil and an abomination!
3211    ""I care nothing for their grand schemes, for they are a vile pollution of My Holy Establishments!
3212    ""I care nothing for their preparations, for they are a deception and an ensnaring trap for the foolish, and I shall 
not concern myself with them except to deliver slaughter and retribution upon them!
3213    ""In My Day of Anger they shall fare worse than the heathen in the open field!  In that Hour of Horrors they 
shall suffer more than the racemixing fool in the city!  When My Wrath pours over them like an earth surge (tidal 
wave, tsunami) of fire and brimstone they shall agonize more than the victims at Ground Zero in that hour of fury, and 
I shall not show mercy upon any of them in all the Days of Tribulation that shall follow!
3214    ""So shall it be with all such preparations, survival plans, rescue schemes and all Christian 'Jesus before' 
efforts!  For they are not of me!  Neither shall I permit them any Blessings whatsoever!
3215    ""For I have established My Will and appointed My People as it was of old; and so shall I preserve and keep 
My Promises to Mine Own Chosen!  I shall not permit any of evil to sustain themselves; nor shall I forgive their 
failure to follow and deliver My Holy Laws!
3216    ""I have spoken it!  I will accomplish it!  And My Wrath shall wax hot upon all those who laugh or rebel 
against me or Mine Anointed!
3217    ""Does not man yet know?  Does he not yet understand that I make all determinations?  That it is I that set up 
and tear down?  That it is I who make choice and establish?  Are they not yet aware that I have no regard for their 
wisdom?  Is their ignorance of my ways yet rampant?  Is it true that in all their sufferings they still do not seek My 
Face, nor search after that which I have declared is wisdom?
3218    ""Yes, a thousand times ten thousand and thousands of thousands of times over!  Therefore shall My Mercy be 
far from them when My Wrath is upon them unto the very essence of them!
3219    ""I have established Mine Own Anointeds and their Disciples after them in each and every Generation of Man; 
and not one has ever been accepted!  Not once has My Anointed even been obeyed!  Not once has My Anointed's 
message been left undistorted!  Even when there was no doubt whatsoever that My Anointed's authority was of me 
have they been reviled and abused and ignored!
3220    ""Did I not establish each of them in their generation, even as I promised Ish?  Are not their messages exactly 
the same?  Have not their prophecies proven accurate to perfection?  Is not their wisdom above their own ability and 
therefore proven to be of me?  What shall I do that people should turn from their self-righteous, vile and evil ways and 
hear the Voice of Mine Own Anointed?  What shall they require of me that it should open their eyes, and excite their 
brain, that they might understand this which is of long-standing and solidly established?
3221    ""Shall I become the slave of them whom I have given life and made conscious?  Shall I reduce myself to 
adhere to their ways of ignorance and utter stupidity?  Should I rebuke Mine Own Perfect Knowledge and bow to the 
filth and pollution that man so venomously expounds and enjoys?  Shall I profane all My Holy Establishments to 
please man?  Shall I surrender to that which I have made low?
3222    ""Never!
3223    ""Never!
3224    ""Never!  There is no Simony before me!
3225    ""Neither in the Heavens, nor in All the Earths, nor in All the Depths Beneath All the Earths:  even unto the 
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uttermost parts of creation!
3226    ""Therefore, My Son, My Own Beloved:  to those who do not heed these things and to those who do not 
deliver into your hand that which I have demanded, let them Die the Death!
3227    ""For those that forsake not the ways of evil and death are not worthy of me!
3228    ""For those that forsake not their evil ways and the gods of their paganistic fathers are not worthy of me!
3229    ""How shall I excuse their atrocities before me?  I shall not excuse them; and I shall visit horrors, starvations 
and deaths unspeakable upon them, both in this world and all the ages to come!
3230    ""Therefore, My Son, My Own Beloved, to those who do not heed these things, and to those who do not 
deliver into your hand that which I have demanded, and to those who are offended by these things:  let them Die the 
Death!
3231    ""As for you and yours:  do nothing more to, or for them!  Say nothing more to, or for them because they are 
plotting against your every effort and against your every word!
3232    ""I see the innermost parts of man and understand the evil therein, but know for a certainty:  I will neither 
excuse nor ignore that evil but shall avenge it in My Day exceedingly!
3233    ""Therefore, My Son, My Own Beloved:  I have established you in this evil Generation of Fire to be My Holy 
Witness of it!  And to gather and to prepare The Elect against the Day of Holocaust and the Time of Tribulation!  I 
will honor none other to succeed in these things before me!  For none in the earth has heard My Voice; and none in the 
earth in all the churches know either My Law or My Wisdom!
3234    ""I have called many from earth here before me to witness these things:  the Time of Your Anointing, the 
Destruction of the Temple of the Sages, and this Day the Execution of Aeshmodeva and his escort!
3235    ""These I have called here shall not all remember, but they shall all know these things are done!  Of these 
whom I have summoned here shall I establish your support!  For it is of these I will make all these things known to the 
whole of the earth!  It is for their sake and the sake of their generations after them that I have appointed you to be the 
Supreme Commander of all My Hosts (in the Earth, not in the Heavens)!
3236    ""For these are those that have heard My Voice in the Holy Planes of Heavens and are honored above the high 
positions of earth, and shall, even in death know the sweetness of their righteousness!  I gathered them from the midst 
of evil and pollution around about them and made them as purest gold and the finest jewel that all the earth should 
have true Testimony and Witness that Mine Own Anointed walks the green fields thereof!  That in My Day of Horrors 
all the earth shall stand without excuse for their rejection of all things Holy and shall stand without excuse for that 
which they have not delivered!
3237    ""I have spoken it; I will also bring it to pass!

THE STAR OF ELOHIM

3238    ""Now, My Son, what will you have of me?  You have but to speak it, and I will deliver it unto your hand!  I 
would that you should not ask me to rearrange these things I long ago established and am now about to perform!  But, 
even that, I will give you if your desire is such!""
3239    "I would not presume to undo these things for they are Acts of Wisdom.  Eventually we will see the full 
magnificence of it in the Day of Restoration.  There is nothing you can give that I want!"
3240    ""I am The Most High Lord God of All Creation!  And I can give you anything whether yet in existence or 
not!""
3241    "I know, My Father, I know!  But what more do I need than I already have?  What more could one want in all 
common sense?
3242    "I am honored more than anyone on earth and stand respected by all the heavenly hosts.
3243    "I alone carry your Commission upon the earth!
3244    "My battle standard is saluted by both the small and great in All the Heavens, and no one sets their banner 
adjacent to my tent.
3245    "When demons challenge, I get the order to defend!
3246    "My legions are the most feared of all the warriors of all the hosts!  The elite of all the mighty of war carry my 
insignia on their armor.
3247    "Who in all creation except the Seraphim and the Archangels have access to the Great Veil as I do?
3248    "Who understands the personages and the workings of the Planes of Heaven better than I in all the earth?
3249    "Isn't it true that at My Voice demons shudder and the wise priests pay attention?
3250    "Isn't it also true that on the Days of Honors I stand with those of the highest and the most proven?
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3251    "And who else in All the Heavens and All the Earth is privy to your council in all things established that you 
would have me know and understand?
3252    "I am well aware of your abilities and power, Father, but I have more than I care to handle and it is perfect.  As 
you have given me, I have become, and in All the Heavens My Name is known and respected.
3253    "As for the earth, I couldn't care less!  Except as required for The Elect, and those are not subject to 
compromise!
3254    "So, Mighty One:  there is nothing you can give that I want."
3255    ""Ah!  A man in whom there is no guile!  A man who is closer to my heart than My Servant Abraham!  A man 
who is a better friend to me than My Ever-Faithful Servant Abraham, who is the proudest of all fathers because of it!  
A man in whom I put the full trust of My Promised Elect Remnant!  A man who is faithful to me first, and above all:  
as I would have him be!  A man whose child in the womb is a blessing to the mother!  A man who understands my 
desires and obeys me even in those things which are to him unknown!
3256    ""Hear, all you Heavens!  Hear, all you Hosts!
3257    ""This is Mine Anointed and My Avenger!  A comfort and glory to me is he in all that he does!
3258    ""This is Mine Own Beloved, and I will avenge him without mercy, and place a Damnation above all 
Damnations upon all in whom he is offended!
3259    ""I will visit a Horror Of Horrors upon all who shall practice treachery upon him!  I will slaughter and torment 
without ceasing all who practice sedition and who practice treason against his authority!
3260    ""I have established his station and perfected The Proofs thereof that all the Heavens and all the Earths shall be 
without excuse for their vile practices against him!
3261    ""Behold!  Did he not just refuse, even to sit at My Right Hand over all the hosts and over all the expanse of 
Holy Creation?  Did he not just refuse to ask this and even more of me?  Did he not just refuse to ask of me powers 
and all manner of things delightful?
3262    ""Behold these things!  For of such did all the ancient ones seek, and I denied them!
3263    ""Behold!  Observe this man in whom I shall establish Mine Elect that my words shall stand forever!
3264    ""Beware, Oh, Earth!  Beware, inhabitants thereof!  In this generation a Man of God walks!
3265    ""Beware, Demons of the Deep!  The gates you have made against me shall crash in splinters with one strike of 
his sword!  The walls you have builded against me shall fall as crumbling sand with one strike of his firelance!
3266    ""Rejoice, Oh, Jerusalem!  Your redemption is assured, and is now even at the gates!
3267    ""Rejoice, Oh, Israel!  Out of the loins of Abraham have I perfected My Promises!
3268    ""Rejoice, Oh, Ishmael!  Out of the loins of Abraham have I ensured all My Promises unto you!
3269    ""Rejoice, all Creatures of Earth!  The Day of Restoration and Peace is assured!
3270    ""Rejoice, all you Hosts of Heaven!  Before you is a man found worthy to walk all the High and Holy Places!
3271    ""Rejoice, all you who offer True and Holy Worship!  Before you is one to whom even the Holy of Holies is 
not forbidden ground!
3272    ""Rejoice, Oh, My Heart!  For before me is one to whom I can offer nothing!  Before me is The Righteous One 
of Israel and My Pleasure of Ishmael!  Before me is the one in whom I shall be glorified and in whom I shall 
reestablish all My Law and all My Covenants in all the earth!  Before me is the one that shall overturn the churches as 
bowling pins:  and he that shall establish My True Worship again among mankind!
3273    ""This is now established:  none shall offer righteous honor unto this man save Mine Own Self!  He shall not 
be glorified by any except me!  If any shall call upon his name in any manner I have not established, I shall know 
extreme anger toward them, and their torment shall not cease from before Mine Eyes forever!  If any shall hold any of 
the days of Mine Beloved as sacred, I shall visit wrath upon them without ceasing!  For I am a jealous God and this 
Holy One is Mine and Mine alone!
3274    ""That which he speaks is My Voice!
3275    ""That which he establishes I will make solid!
3276    ""That which he condemns I will utterly remove with great anguish and untold suffering!
3277    ""For I am his heartbeat and his very breath!
3278    ""Be known throughout All the Heavens and established in All the Earths!  For this is of me and greatest of 
Mine Commandments!
3279    ""It shall be more tolerable for the one who offends me than for the fool that shall shy at Mine Anointed!  For I, 
Myself, give him counsel!  And his decision shall stand unless he alone remove it!  Woe to the idiot that shall abuse 
his decision, or expand thereon, or detract therefrom!  For his mind is of me, and doings against his law is of darkness 
and of Lucifer!  Even so, I shall be more pleasant to Lucifer in his destruction than to whomsoever shall offend Mine 
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Own Chosen Son of Fire!
3280    ""Rejoice, all you Heavens!  For my glory is established forevermore!  Be of great gladness and great cheer!  
For in Mine Own Chosen have I been honored in all the fullness of perfection!  Let joyous sounds rebound throughout 
all creation!  For I offered All the Earths and he accepted not even a grain of dust!  Let my pleasure be sung, even in 
the depths of Perditon (PER-DEE-TON, which is Perdition in modern English)!  For I offered even the vast heavens 
and he accepted none of it!  Neither possessions, nor life, nor health, nor wives, nor children, nor powers, nor 
authorities, nor wealth, nor comforts, nor fame, nor glory, nor high position, nor victory over his enemies:  even to 
possess Mine Own Throne did he not want!
3281    ""At last!  I have found a man to justify mankind!
3282    ""In My Beloved Son of Fire I have been exonerated!  I have been justified!  I have been redeemed for my 
doings!  I have been established in faithfulness and in truth before all the Hosts of All the Heavens above, and in All 
the Earths, and in All the Depths Beneath All the Earths; and my establishment shall be forevermore!
3283    ""Of faithfulness and self-sacrifice have I been fully honored by Mine Anointed, and of service to his 
Commission shall I demand the like!  For I will not have lesser than is available!
3284    ""His faithfulness to me is perfect and without blemish; and the standard is established for all those under his 
hand!
3285    ""His self-sacrifice for me is perfect; his self-denial complete; and the standard is established for all those 
under his hand!
3286    ""His obedience to My Will is total and without reservation:  the standard is established for all under his hand!
3287    ""Therefore, shall that standard be observed by all The Elect:  both in the Days of Preparation and in the Days 
of Tribulation and in the Days of Restoration!  And in the Days of the Establishment of My Kingdom in the earth for 
everlasting!
3288    ""His faithfulness is proven perfect; to which I myself bear witness!
3289    ""His faithfulness is without blemish; to which I myself bear witness!
3290    ""His discipline is perfect; to which I myself bear witness!
3291    ""His self-sacrifice is perfect; to which I myself bear witness!
3292    ""His self-denial is complete; to which I myself bear witness!
3293    ""His obedience is total; to which I myself bear witness!
3294    ""His obedience is without reservation; to which I myself bear witness!
3295    ""His Judgment in My Justice is absolute; to which I myself bear witness!
3296    ""I demand The Elect be unto Mine Anointed as he is unto me; and to this also I bear witness!""
3297    Aku was shaken by The Most High's response!  He had no idea he was again about to be outsmarted!  He 
should have known The Most High never does anything just to be doing it.  Every effort is toward a purpose.  Every 
thought is to a given end.  And his every word a creation!
3298    "Father, I of all people am not worthy of any of this!"
3299    ""I have established your worth!  I have tried you in the fire and watched you emerge as the purest beyond The 
Veil!  I have tested you under pressure and observed as you came forth as the finest beyond The Veil!
3300    ""Therefore this is of me . . .""
3301    A bolt of Lightning flashed out of the Tabernacle, bringing gasps of surprise from the multitude, striking Aku's 
bandoleer above the other medals with a boom like a cannon shot that reverberated as an earthquake!
3302    A new medal of purest gold with seven diamond stars appeared!  It had a ribbon of pure purple with the seven 
stars four above and three below in two lines across it, bounded by silver on the outside, silver lined with a strip of 
scarlet on the inside.  The medal itself was like a Maltese Cross but with five arms set with what appeared to be a ruby 
star in each.  The centerpiece, a six-pointed Star of David, but made of seven pieces, the triangle points being emerald 
and the hexagon center being a medium-blue jewel of great brilliance.  In a circle around the centerpiece, a series of 
bright diamonds, perfectly matched.  Clasped into the purple just above the medal itself, a silver letter aleph.  The 
medal about two (earth) inches in diameter, the ribbon the same width at the top narrowing toward the medal itself to 
about half an inch.  It's quite large for such a decoration and stood out among his other medals like a beacon.
3303    "" . . . This shall you wear in all the Places of Honor!
3304    ""After this manner shall you have similar works crafted by My Servants of Manasseh!  This shall be from this 
moment the highest award of Mine Own Holy Servants!
3305    ""It shall not be worn by any of mixed blood, save that which is transfused that another might live!
3306    ""The recipient shall be a Proven Knower to receive this medal!  It shall not be worn by any who do not swear 
the Oath I have given for The Elect!
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3307    ""It shall not be worn by any who profane the name of the House of Israel, for they are the Children of the 
Birthright of Abraham and of Isaac and of Jacob!
3308    ""It shall not be worn by any who profane the name of the House of Ishmael, for they are of the Seed of 
Abraham!
3309     ""It shall not be worn by any whose house is of impure blood, even blood not as that of their fathers in purity!
3310    ""It shall not be worn by any unproven in My Sight:  for this is established as the Highest Honor in the 
Heavens and the Earths, and I shall not excuse those who shall decorate one not worthy!
3311    ""It shall be called in All the Heavens after Mine Own Self and known as The Star of Elohim:  and shall make 
the true recipient thereof to be of Royal Blood and as the High Priest in respect!
3312    ""It shall be called in all the earth The Flame of Aku and shall be a passport through even the very depths of 
Perditon for all who have earned it!
3313    ""I have established it!
3314    ""So let it be written!  (in The Holy Scripts of All The Heavens and All The Earths, the Akashic Records.)
3315    ""So let it be done!""
3316    Now Aku was totally shaken!  He had been decorated before, but never by a bolt of Lightning from the Very 
Being of The Most High!  The whole multitude was awed by the presentation nearly as much as they were by The 
Very Presence of The Most High, Himself, which is awesome beyond words!  The military assembly, including the 
Seraphim and Archangels, threw a Holy Salute toward Aku.  He gave the return honor and The Most High continued:
3317    ""This is a day of gladness and great pleasure to me!
3318    ""All I have made known in the past has this day stood the test and been found perfect!
3319    ""This day are all the Patriarchs from Ish until now fulfilled in their children!
3320    ""This day have they been exonerated for their service unto me!  This day is their labor rewarded:  for this is 
the First Day of Restoration of fellowship between My Chosen People and me!
3321    ""This day is the Day of the Beginning of My Wrath upon the detractors and upon the evil in All the Heavens 
and All the Earth!  This is the Day of the Beginning of My Anger!
3322    ""This day have I been accomplished in full glory and in honor and in truth!
3323    ""My soul is glad!
3324    ""My heart is full!
3325    ""I am comforted!
3326    ""Mine Eye holds visions of a better day yet to come!  And in That Day shall All the Heavens and All the 
Earths rejoice, for in it shall all things be reconciled in justice and great mercy!
3327    ""Aku, My Son, My Fire of the House of Israel, My Hope of the House of Ishmael, My Star among the Gods, 
My Anointed:  fear not these things that must come before the Day of Reconciliation!  Though the Holocaust be severe 
and My Wrath unrestrained, it shall not come nigh you!  Neither shall it offend Mine Elect, nor shall it discomfort 
Mine Own Chosen!
3328    ""In you I have established the outcome and perfected the way before you!  Let those of strong heart gather to 
your banner that I might look upon them to see if they are worthy and to deliver them from the horrors that shall be 
rampant upon the land!  Let them that seek after things righteous come near to your cause and be a brick in the 
foundation thereof; that in the Day of Judgment I should establish them forever; that they should walk among the stars 
of the ever spiraling beauty of the skies hand in hand with their own beloved!  And none shall make them afraid; 
neither shall any cause them grief!
3329    ""For these things are of me!
3330    ""And none else has My Satisfaction!""
3331    The light went out in the Tabernacle and a roar went up from the multitude!  There was bedlam!  Troops 
breaking rank to reach Aku, even his own Honor Guard!  Amid roaring cheers and rearing mounts things appeared to 
be getting out of hand.  In a feeble effort to prevent further mayhem Aku raised his right hand and to his shock and 
surprise the silence and restraint was instantaneous!  With both hands he waved for order of the units to be restored, 
and when he lowered his hands there was a rush to complete assembly.
3332    Amid the jubilation Sargasus and Vegah maneuvered their mounts on either side of Aku and with Lishman and 
Seregius in the lead.  They began to make their way back toward the center of the field.  There was little success!
3333    Then in great, gentle sweeps the seven Holy Seraphim settled just above Aku with their six wings fanning 
slowly and the crowd opened for them to pass.  They were showered with flowers, perfume boughs and all manner of 
ticker.  Women blew kisses and men threw Holy Salutes.  Children waved and cheered like the last day of school, and 
the multitude shouted cheers of joy unlike anything ever imagined before.  The Great Symphony played a new and 
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beautiful song; the Great Choir sang in indescribable harmony and beauty.  The scene was awesome, beyond words.  
The Seraphim formed a circle around Aku and his escort, hovering horizontally with their heads toward the center, 
their wings fanning slowly.  As they passed the crowd pressed in behind!  This party was on a blowout, the likes of 
which had never even been dreamed!

THUS SAITH THE MOST HIGH!

3334    ""There are weapons of war in all My Holy Realms, but none so destructive as the Curse of Curses pronounced 
by anyone of True Righteousness save (except) an unjustified curse pronounced by anyone not Righteous upon anyone 
who is of True Righteousness.  Therefore, the sure and certain destruction of each and every enemy of My Beloved 
Anointeds and their True Proven Knowers is without question.""

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR
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    The Anointed, The Elect, and The Damned!
    Words of The Most High translated directly from Angelic!

10
The Anointed, The Elect, and The Damned!
The Most High, Himself, Testifies To The Absolute Accuracy and Validity Of These Contents!
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